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Abstract: Virtual reality (VR) technologies allow for the creation of 3D environments that can be
exploited at the human level, maximizing humans’ use of perceptual skills through their sensory
channels, and enabling them to actively influence the course of events that take place in the virtual
environment (VE). As such, they constitute a significant asset in the treatment of post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) via exposure therapy. In this article, we review the VR tools that have been
developed to date for the treatment of PTSD. The article aims to analyze how VR technologies can be
exploited from a sensorimotor and interactive perspective. The findings from this analysis suggest a
significant emphasis on sensory stimulation to the detriment of interaction. Finally, we propose new
ideas regarding the more successful integration of sensorimotor activities and interaction into VR
exposure therapy for PTSD.

Keywords: virtual reality; exposure therapy; VRET; PTSD; learning; interaction; serious games

1. Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) technologies have been used in the treatment of post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) since the end of the 1990s [1,2]. Such technologies are utilized
specifically in exposure therapy [3], whose central principle is to confront patients with the
object of anxiety in order to allow them to learn new associations that are contradictory to
the dysfunctional beliefs instilled in their memory due to the traumatic situation [4]. The
primary added value of using VR technologies for exposure therapy lies in the possibility
of creating 3D environments that are representative of the patient’s trauma environments
and usable on a human scale [5,6]. This advantage is perceptible for several reasons. For
example, it is possible to conceptualize various therapy scenarios that would, in reality, be
concretely undesirable, such as wars, plane accidents, and explosions [7,8]. The therapist,
meanwhile, has control over the simulation and can adapt or repeat it multiple times
depending on the narration and/or the emotional state of the patient [6]. The use of
stimuli directed toward different sensory channels improves the patient’s immersion in
the virtual environment (VE) and, it is hoped, can help evoke the feeling of being present
in that world [9,10]. This feeling of presence in the virtual world should promote the
patient’s emotional engagement in therapy and should, therefore, facilitate access to the
fear-inducing memory for the assimilation of corrective information [7,11,12].

The VE is a priori safe and offers various contexts and activities for therapy without
extra costs [11,12]; this can be a considerable asset for the patient’s involvement in treat-
ment [13]. The naturalness of interactions, if they are highlighted and adapted to the VR
tool [14], can promote the transfer and, in turn, the generalization of skills learned during
therapy in the context of the patient’s life in the future [15]. Patients can also evaluate
their progress more directly throughout the treatment while being observed by the thera-
pist [13]. Moreover, this type of therapy can be practised privately and confidentially for
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those patients who prefer the discretion they are denied when exposed to real-life settings.
Another benefit of such technologies in virtual reality exposure therapy (VRET) could be
the integration, in real time, of a virtual therapist in order to extend into the virtual world
the concept of personal care in therapy [16].

It should be noted that the essence of VR technologies lies in the possibility of allowing
the user to experience an alternative reality [17–20]. Researchers have elucidated three main
elements that characterize these technologies: immersion, presence, and interaction [21–26].
The notion of immersion is closely linked to technological devices used to envelop the
user and to enable interaction with an environment that provides a continuous flow of
stimuli [26]. Immersion has the potential to engage the user in the experience via a stimuli
flow aimed at capturing the user’s attention [25]. However, this immersion cannot control
the user’s mind. This point is attributed to the element of presence: “How the user
subjectively experiences the immersion is known as presence” [26]. Presence, therefore, is
the feeling of “being there” in the VE, despite being physically in the real world [21]. The
experience of presence implies for the user the possibility of having control over the VE
through interactions, i.e., the extent to which the user actively participates in modifying
the content of the VE in real time [27].

In this article, we review VR tools that have been proposed for the treatment of PTSD
and analyze how the three key concepts of VR above are applied. From this analysis, we
have observed a lack of means of interaction for the patient; most of the tools seem to focus
instead on sensory stimulation. Nevertheless, because exposure therapy works primarily
through a learning mechanism [28], and successful and sustainable learning is intended to
be active [29,30], we will propose several new ideas to better consider immersion, presence,
and interaction in VRET for PTSD through sensorimotor activities.

2. Analysis of VRET Tools Used for the PTSD Treatment

In this section, we examine the VR tools that have been developed to treat patients
with PTSD. We are particularly interested in the sensorimotor possibilities and interactions
integrated into each device, as well as how they are exploited in therapy. These parameters
constitute the inclusion criteria for our review. The identification of studies to be considered
was made in accordance with the work identified by other recognized reviews in the
field [31–33]. For each study, we read the full text; the definitively accepted work had
to clearly describe the VE, the central interfaces used, and the sensorimotor possibilities
offered to the user. Our review identified 10 VR tools that have been used to simulate
various traumatic situations, including war, terrorist attacks, violent assaults, and motor
vehicle accidents. The VRET procedure using these tools consisted of 4 to 20 sessions of
45 to 120 min. During the treatment, patients are predominately passive, narrating their
trauma while visually exploring the VE, generally through an HMD. Some devices allow
patients to explore by moving around using a gamepad. Meanwhile, through a control
panel, the therapist adapts the VE according to the patient’s description of the traumatic
event [6,34]. This adaptation consists of manipulating anxiety-provoking stimuli, which
may be visual, auditory, olfactory, or tactile [7,35]. The aim is to effectively trigger stressful
reactions from the patient in order to access the fear memory [3].

2.1. Virtual Vietnam System

VR technologies were first used to treat PTSD in the late 1990s. Based on the positive
results of treating acrophobia with VRET, Rothbaum et al. hypothesized that prolonged
exposure to trauma in a safe VE would significantly reduce PTSD symptoms [1]. Thus,
they created the “Virtual Vietnam” system to treat Vietnam War veterans with chronic
PTSD [1]. This system immersed the patients in a 3D world with content that simulated
two situations prevalent in the Vietnam War: a jungle clearing and a helicopter. These
two environments presented the user with visual stimuli such as fog and flying or landing
helicopters accompanied by auditory stimuli, including sounds of the jungle, firearms,
and helicopters. In the virtual helicopter environment, the subject could see the interior of
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the aircraft as well as shots of other flying helicopters, the jungle, and a river through the
helicopter’s side door. These VEs could be explored using an HMD supporting both visual
and auditory renderings of the 3D scene presented to the user. To improve the patients’
immersion, the authors added vibrotactile stimuli using a woofer attached to the patient’s
seat to simulate the helicopter’s vibrations according to the scene presented in the 3D VE.
The sound transmitted through the headphones was similarly intended to match the scene
shown on the screens, while the armchair vibrations corresponded to the shaking of the
VE. The scenario was designed to be manually updated by the therapist according to the
patient’s narration during the sessions.

Several studies involving a total of 33 Vietnam War soldiers or veterans have reported
using the Virtual Vietnam tool for the treatment of PTSD [1,36–38]. Overall, there was a
15–67% reduction in PTSD symptoms after the treatment. These results were maintained at
the 3-month and 6-month follow-ups. However, one study indicated a substantial increase
in anxiety levels in two patients after treatment [36].

2.2. Virtual Iraq System

The “Virtual Iraq” system is described in a study by Rizzo et al. [35]. Researchers
reused assets from the Xbox game Full Spectrum Warrior to create a VRET scenario for Iraq
War veterans with PTSD. This VE presented several possible scenes related to cities, vil-
lages, and deserts in the Middle East. The user could navigate these scenarios from several
perspectives, such as walking alone, on patrol, or in a war vehicle using a gamepad. An in-
terface was integrated to allow the therapist to tailor the therapy according to each patient’s
specific needs, modulating the anxiety levels of stimuli and controlling the patient’s phys-
iological state during treatment. Four main types of stimuli were included: (1) auditory
(e.g., weapons fire, explosions, vehicle noises, wind, human voices); (2) static visual (e.g.,
human remains, wounded civilians and combatants, wrecked vehicles); (3) dynamic visual
(e.g., distant views of human and vehicular movement); and (4) dynamic audiovisual (e.g.,
nearby human and vehicular movement, battlefield engagements with enemy combat-
ants). Much like the Virtual Vietnam tool, this VE incorporated visual, auditory, olfactory,
and vibrotactile stimuli rendered in parallel to the subject during exposure. The scenes
were displayed on an HMD with a tracking system with three degrees of freedom. The
olfactory stimuli were generated by a scent palette capable of distilling several different
smells, including burning rubber, cordite, garbage, body odour, smoke, diesel fuel, Iraqi
spices, and gunpowder, which were chosen according to the given scene of exposure. The
vibrotactile stimuli were added with a sound transducer, which converted the audio signal
into vibrations.

Several clinical studies have utilized this system to treat active-duty soldiers and veter-
ans of the Iraq and Afghanistan Wars living with PTSD [39–50]. A total of 58 patients were
involved in these studies. Overall, the results suggest a 22–65% improvement in all patients.
In most cases, treatment results were maintained with 3- and 6-month follow-ups after
therapy. While the results did not appear to be very satisfactory in the first half of treatment
in some studies, patients showed improvement at the end of treatment [47]. In addition,
scholars have highlighted several cases of abandonment in the treatment [40,45]. There
was also a case where the treatment did not produce satisfactory therapeutic results [45].
It should be noted that some studies combined VRET with real-life exposure [41,46] to
eliminate the boredom perceived by the patient during VRET sessions [46] or to allow the
patient to apply the skills acquired during VRET to their real lives [50].

2.3. BRAVEMIND System

BRAVEMIND (Battlefield Research Accelerating Virtual Environments for Military
Individual Neuro Disorders) [6] can be regarded as the updated version of the Virtual Iraq
system. This tool encompasses four subsystems: a BRAVEMIND Virtual Iraq/Afghanistan
system for combat-related PTSD; an expansion for combat medics and corpsmen; an
expansion known as BRAVEMIND-MST for military sexual trauma; and an expansion for
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the assessment of PTSD. The primary improvements to the previous system entailed the
redesign of previous scenarios, the addition of 10 new ones, and more capabilities for the
clinician to control the VE via a “Wizard of Oz” control panel. As in the earlier Virtual
Iraq tool, the user could move around the VE using a gamepad and visually explore a
360-degree landscape using a head-mounted display. In the expansion for medics and
corpsmen, development efforts have focused on visual realism in terms of graphics and
animations of injured characters. The last subsystem, BRAVEMIND-MST, is described
more fully below.

2.4. BRAVEMIND-MST System

In 2020, Mozgai et al. reported their work on the BRAVEMIND-MST subsystem [34].
They focused on the development of three aspects: VR environments, user-avatar states,
and events. The system exploited one of the environments of the BRAVEMIND Virtual
Iraq/Afghanistan system but included an additional environment representing a small
town in the United States featuring a bar exterior, alleyway, empty lot, strip mall, motel
exterior, motel bedroom/bathroom, apartment, office, women’s/men’s bathrooms, and a
car ride. Meaningful configurations were made to lights to better represent the moods of
sexual assault (i.e., at night or in dark places during the day). The user-avatar states refer to
the user’s position and orientation within the VE during exposure. The BRAVEMIND-MST
subsystem re-exploits the users’ perspectives of the previous systems (e.g., walking and
sitting in the vehicle) and adds a new perspective, “lying down.” For combat-related PTSD,
meanwhile, exploited events refer to the triggering of stimuli by the clinician through a
separate “Wizard of Oz” control panel. These events include breathing, TV, showering,
doors opening and closing, and the presence of an aggressor.

To our knowledge, subsequent research has not yet focused on the use of this system.

2.5. Virtual World Trade Center (WTC) System

Difede and Hoffman developed the “Virtual WTC” tool to treat PTSD in victims of the
WTC terrorist attack on 11 September 2001 [7]. This tool included eleven anxiety-provoking
scenes that could be gradually integrated by the therapist during treatment. Exposure
began in a VE presenting a simple jet flight, followed by overflights of the towers. These
scenes were accompanied by an explosion and crash and ultimately led to the towers’
collapse with corresponding visual and auditory effects. The auditory stimuli were based
on recordings from that day’s national newspapers. The patient could explore all stimuli
via an HMD.

An initial study using the Virtual WTC system was conducted with a 26-year-old
woman who witnessed the WTC attack and presented symptoms of acute PTSD and major
depression [7]. At the end of treatment, the patient no longer had the diagnostic criteria for
PTSD, major depression, or any other psychiatric disorder. Another use of the Virtual WTC
system was administered to treat a 49-year-old firefighter who had symptoms of PTSD
after the WTC attack [43]. Over the course of the treatment, the patient showed noticeable
improvements in both their family and professional lives. Finally, the patient no longer
presented a significant emotional response to stimuli. He ended up accepting the situation
and decided to focus on the future.

2.6. VR System for Treating Victims of African Wars

Gamito et al. developed a VR ambush scenario to reduce symptoms of PTSD in veter-
ans of African wars that took place between 1961 and 1974 [51]. This tool used a translucent
screen and a projector to expose the patient to a VE, accompanied by environmental sounds
corresponding to the scene presented on the visual device. Bass shakers were also used to
add vibration to the patient’s seat. The VE comprised two paths surrounded by vegetation
and a column of virtual soldiers that the patient had to follow. During the exposure, visual,
auditory, and vibrotactile stimuli were rendered in a coordinated and gradual manner.
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These stimuli included the sounds of gunshots, tracer bullets and dynamite, black smoke,
particles resulting from explosions, and sounds associated with evacuating injured soldiers.

The authors carried out a pre-experimental case study to evaluate the effectiveness of
this tool in reducing the symptoms of PTSD in a 60-year-old African war veteran who met
the diagnostic criteria for PTSD [51]. The critical element of this therapy was the patient’s
gradual confrontation with intense fear. Unfortunately, however, the patient abandoned
the treatment after seven sessions due to continuous flashbacks and nightmares.

2.7. BusWorld System

Josman et al. created the BusWorld tool to treat survivors of a suicide bombing bus
attack presenting with PTSD symptoms [8]. This tool incorporated visual and auditory
stimuli shown to the patient via an HMD during the treatment. The environment was
designed to allow the therapist to expose the patient to traumatic situations in a gradual
and controllable manner. Four levels of VEs featuring anxiety-provoking stimuli were
presented: (1) a quiet street scene in Israel; (2) a bus approaching the bus stop without
exploding; (3) the explosion of the bus at the bus stop; and (4) the explosion sequence with
added sounds (e.g., explosions, screaming people, and police sirens).

Using the BusWorld tool, the authors conducted a case study consisting of VR-assisted
imaginary exposure therapy with a 29-year-old Israeli citizen. The patient was living with
PTSD and depression following a bulldozer terrorist attack [52]. The post-treatment and
6-month follow-up reports indicate that the patient ultimately recovered.

2.8. VR System for Treating Victims of Violent Assault

Cárdenas-López and De la Rosa-Gómez developed a VR system to treat PTSD in
victims of violent assault [53]. The VE presented three scenes of exposure: (1) the streets
of Mexico (a public place in which the patient could move and that contained suspicious-
looking avatars that could be placed close to the patient); (2) a pedestrian bridge to which
avatars could be added and that the patient had to cross; and (3) a vehicle (taxi or wagon) in
which the patient was confronted by an intimidating driver and other frightening situations
(e.g., threatening avatars, a blocked path, or changes in brightness). Devices used in this
system included an HMD, headphones, speakers, and a computer displaying the VE.

An initial case study with this tool was carried out with a 22-year-old participant pre-
senting the diagnostic criteria for PTSD after a violent assault with death threats [54]. The re-
sults showed a 51% reduction in PTSD symptoms. Another study involved 10 participants
who met the diagnostic criteria for PTSD after having experienced or witnessed criminal
violence, assault, or kidnapping. At the end of treatment, there was a 75% decrease in the
average of the participants’ PTSD symptoms.

2.9. VR System for Treating Victims of Motor Vehicle Accidents

One of the first studies using VR to treat PTSD related to motor vehicle accidents
was conducted in 2007 [55]. The VEs used in this study consisted of roads that resembled
those that patients used to see in real life, with four types of scenes available: highway,
urban, suburban, and rural. The patient viewed these scenes through stereoscopic glasses.
Depending on the specific exposure situation, the patient could experience each session as
a passenger or a driver, with the therapist taking the other role. The device comprised a
movement base with six degrees of freedom, equipped with a steering wheel, an accelerator
pedal, and a brake pedal. Visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli were used to alter the anxiety
levels of the rendered scene. During the sessions, the therapist was able to modify several
parameters, including the density and the type of traffic, the time of day, weather conditions,
and specific driving events.

This tool was tested with six patients who had PTSD following motor vehicle acci-
dents [55]. The authors reported an average reduction in PTSD symptoms of around 43%
at the end of the treatment. It must nonetheless be noted that while eight patients had been
recruited, two dropped out before the fifth session.
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Haidon et al. [12], Ecrepont et al. [56] and, later, Menelas et al. [15] instituted a VR
truck-driving simulator and proposed a new way of approaching VRET. They argued that
the traditional methods of exposure therapy treatment emphasize the patient’s exposure to
frightening stimuli without allowing the patient to act. Consequently, in their simulator,
they prioritized the patient’s behaviour when faced with anxiety-provoking stimuli. They
also highlighted the necessity of creating a VE that not only provides stimuli adapted
to the patient’s mental state but also allows the patient to be active. These aims were
achieved through gamification and personalization of the truck-driving simulator. The
gamification process was enforced by linking game mechanics to learning mechanics while
basing the VE on the main characteristics of a serious game (SG). The personalization
process was intended to create, for each patient, a VE similar to that of the patient’s
traumatic environment that was capable of prompting emotions and offering flexible
scenarios. An environment editor that was easily customizable by the therapist was
also incorporated. Aspects that could be adapted to a particular patient’s circumstances
included the characteristics of the roads and the truck as well as weather conditions. Several
devices were used for the exposure, including an HMD to facilitate visual exploration of
the scene; for driving, a system consisting of a steering wheel, a gearbox, and pedals was
used. This device allowed users to move the truck as they would in reality and offered
other basic features such as light, sounds, and wipers.

This system was used in a case study to treat a truck driver with PTSD following a
traffic accident [15]. The patient had previously received another form of therapy without
success and was taking medication. The treatment involved placing the patient—and the
patient’s actions—at the centre of the process. The authors were concerned with developing
a tool that enabled the patient to engage with the VE through precise interaction mechanics,
such as choosing a truck, driving the truck, and turning on the radio and the windshield
wipers. At the end of the treatment, the patient regained control over his life and decided to
undertake professional retraining. The authors highlighted the engagement and motivation
observed in the patient at each stage of therapy.

Table 1 summarises the reviewed tools listed from the lowest to highest amount of
sensorimotor input.

2.10. Studies Comparing VRET to Other Conditions

Most of the studies comparing VRET to traditional exposure and other treatment
conditions have highlighted the inadequacies of the latter and championed the former,
leading to a necessary reconsideration of how VRET for PTSD is approached [57–61]. Nev-
ertheless, although in one case, VRET was found to be superior to traditional exposure [62],
other studies have demonstrated no significant differences in results between VRET and
standard exposure therapy [60,63,64]. Furthermore, two comparative studies reported the
superiority of traditional exposure over VRET [59,65]. It is also crucial to note that in these
comparative studies, abandonment cases were more visible in the VRET groups than in
traditional exposure therapy [61,65].
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Table 1. Summary of the review of virtual reality tools exploited in the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder.

Paper VR System Technological Devices Used Sensorial Input Motor Activity

[7] Virtual World Trade Center • An HMD for visual exploration • Visual
• Auditory • Not specified

[8] BusWorld • An HMD for visual exploration • Visual
• Auditory • Not specified

[53] VR system for treating victims of violent
assault

• HMD for visual exploration
• Headphones and speakers to transmit sounds

from the virtual world
• Computer displaying virtual environment

• Visual
• Auditory

• Navigation (device not
specified)

[1] Virtual Vietnam

• An HMD for visual exploration
• A woofer to simulate vibrations
• Headphones
• A joystick to navigate

• Visual
• Auditory
• Tactile

• Navigation with a joystick

[51] Virtual System for treating victims of African
wars

• A translucent screen and Sony XGA projector to
visualize the virtual world

• An Aura twin bass shaker to simulate vibrations

• Visual
• Auditory
• Tactile

• Navigation (device not
specified)

[35] Virtual Iraq

• A gamepad to navigate
• An HMD for visual exploration
• A scent palette to distill smells
• Sound transducer to simulate vibrations

• Visual
• Auditory
• Tactile
• Olfactory

• Navigation with a gamepad

[6] BRAVEMIND

• A gamepad to navigate
• An HMD for visual exploration
• A scent palette to distill smells
• Sound transducer to simulate vibrations

• Visual
• Auditory
• Tactile
• Olfactory

• Navigation with a gamepad

[34] BRAVEMIND-MST • The same as in BRAVEMIND • The same as in BRAVEMIND • The same as in BRAVEMIND
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Table 1. Cont.

Paper VR System Technological Devices Used Sensorial Input Motor Activity

[55] VR system for treating victims of motor
vehicle accidents

• Stereoscopic glasses for visual exploration
• A movement base with six degrees of freedom,

equipped with a steering wheel, an accelerator
pedal, and a brake pedal

• Visual
• Tactile
• Haptic
• Motor

• Driving

[12] VR truck driving simulator
• HMD for visual exploration
• A driving device containing the steering wheel,

gearbox, and pedals

• Visual
• Auditory
• Haptic
• Motor

• Driving
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3. Discussion

In line with other researchers who have been interested in the use of VRET for the
treatment of PTSD, we believe that VR has immense potential to succeed in this area. If,
however, it is not exploited for the benefits it offers, it may not be appreciated for its
true value. Given the cases of abandonment, the lack of significant reductions in PTSD
symptoms, and the increase in these symptoms in some patients as observed in the previous
review, it is essential to identify the main components that would ensure that VR merges
effectively with learning, which is the primary mechanism behind the effectiveness of
exposure [28,66]. We will elaborate on this concern by discussing two observations made
from the previous analysis.

3.1. Emphasis on Sensory Stimulation without Interactions

Many tools discussed in this review have emphasized only certain characteristics
of immersion and presence through sensory stimulation while neglecting to offer means
of interaction to the subject. Indeed, in addition to the visual devices used, such as
immersive headsets, we note the use of various other technological devices to reproduce
the realistic ambience of the events occurring in the VEs involved in the therapy. These
devices include headphones to transmit sounds related to the VE, scent palettes to distill
scents dependently of events in the virtual world, and devices that simulate vibrations of
the patient’s seat [6,34,35,53]. Thus, patients are immersed in an environment that they
can visually explore and, in some cases, navigate while the VE is manually updated by
the therapist. This emphasis on sensory immersion and stimulation is largely due to the
inclination of current approaches to VRET to consider the therapy as “similar to traditional
PE (Prolonged Exposure), with the largest difference being that aspects of the trauma are
illustrated for the patient within a VR (Virtual Reality) simulator while the patient narrates
the trauma experience” [50]. Scholars have argued that interactions constitute an essential
element of VR. According to Sherman and Craig, for example: “VR is a medium composed
of interactive computer simulations that sense the participant’s position and actions and
replace or augment feedback to one or more senses, giving the feeling of being mentally
immersed or present in the simulation (a virtual world)” [18]. Nonetheless, interactions are
presently lacking in VRET.

3.2. Supporting the Active Experience of Users Is Necessary

Some of the researchers discussed in this review have taken the initiative to implement
VR tools among people who do not present symptoms of PTSD, in order to assess their
quality and ability to generate anxiety [8,67]. For example, after active-duty soldiers in
Iraq without PTSD tried the Virtual Iraq tool, they raised criticisms regarding the lack of
realism [67]. In response, the authors added more avatars and vehicles to the environment.
However, we believe that this level of realism could also be enhanced by developing
components that would increase the subjects’ levels of control through their interactions
with the VE.

Moreover, researchers have conceptualized contributing factors of presence in VE,
categorizing them into four groups [26]: control factors, sensory factors, distraction factors,
and realism factors. Control factors describe the mastery that the subject must have over
the VE. Sensory factors relate to how information is presented through several sensory
modalities and how the subject perceives that information. Distraction factors refer to
interface awareness and the extent to which the user is isolated from the real world.
Finally, realism factors are related to the naturalism of the VE and the relevance of the
user experience. These categories align with those established by Riva et al. [21] and
Sheridan [68], which highlighted sensory information, user control, and VE modifiability
as essential for presence. This suggests, therefore, that if the subject interacts with the
system using the same mechanics as those present in real life, they will likely experience a
strong feeling of both perceived realism and presence in the exposure environment [13].
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In other tests using the Virtual Iraq tool, participants suggested that patients should
be allowed a gun, which they would be able to fire if necessary [67]. From this, we can
infer that the subjects might have a deep desire to interact with the VE—either to defend
themselves or to relive the traumatic situation differently—and that it may be worth
enabling patients to rectify errors they believe they committed during the actual traumatic
event. This last possibility would be particularly interesting to explore for patients who
have strong feelings of guilt connected to their traumas.

Another point that we can garner from this review is the level of perceived boredom in
VRET, as highlighted in [46]. In this study, the authors stated that the patient experienced
boredom during the in virtuo treatment and was subjected to in vivo experiences to resolve
this boredom. We can, of course, partially reproduce a traumatic situation in real life for
some cases of PTSD; nevertheless, this cannot be possible for all cases because of the myriad
factors involved, including the nature of the situation and the anxiety level of the patient.
Thus, if it is impossible to reproduce the scenario in vivo, one can only base the treatment
and its results on in virtuo sessions. As such, effective parameters for the design of VEs that
favour adhesion and patient engagement, as well as allowing patients to invest in the VE
as if it were reality, must be considered.

Finally, although many existing VRET studies for PTSD have not focused on the
interaction between subject and environment, some of them have reported behaviours
reflecting the need for action that a patient may have in VRET situations [51]. A striking
example was noted in a case study by Gamito et al. involving victims of African wars [51]:
“where cue intensity was raised, the participant assumed a combat position (arms and
hands in a position such as if a firearm was being carried), trying to find the enemy
within the scenario. When triggers such as ambush and mine deflagration occurred, the
patient tried to take cover and started simulating firing. The subject maintained this
behaviour pattern throughout the following sessions.” The positive point that we can
highlight regarding this behaviour would be the degree of presence felt by the subject
in the VE. However, we posit that this behaviour could also exhibit the need for natural
interactions that the user would like to have with the VE. The depth of this behaviour may
also suggest that the patient might prefer to relive the traumatic scene differently through
self-defence. The subject may, therefore, perceive their self-efficacy and try to overcome
their fears through actions [13]. This assumption is in line with work on certain specific
phobias, such as the fear of spiders, for which perceived self-efficacy is a good indicator of
improvement [69].

4. How Could Interactions in VRET Be Improved?

Unlike existing studies, which seem to consider VR a simple medium to help patients
narrate their trauma in an imaginary scenario of exposure therapy [3,50], we argue that
VRET should be regarded as a full-fledged therapy because VR technologies can effectively
enable the application of so-called active methods of learning. Indeed, it has been estab-
lished that exposure therapy operates through a learning mechanism [28,66]. Learning has
evolved through several models, and current assumptions are that better learning results
from a subject’s active participation in the process. During an active learning experience,
subjects are engaged in activities that involve concrete encounters. They think about
what they learn, relate it to their past experiences, and apply their learning to their daily
lives [70,71]. They must have a sense of progress and control over their learning [70], in
accordance with the principles of VR, which suggest a continual loop of the user’s actions
and the environment’s feedback [18]. However, findings indicate that notwithstanding
the potential of VR to allow the subject to be actively involved during VRET, the expo-
sure remains a passive learning process for the patient. Therefore, we propose two main
foundations to consider when designing VEs for VRET:

(1) Learning as the primary mechanism of VRET
(2) The application of key concepts of VR (immersion, presence, and interaction) in VRET
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These foundations could lead to the possibility of considering the therapy process as
an SG because this type of game facilitates the effective application of a learner-centred
model of learning [72]. SGs consist of activities that allow users to learn while having
fun [73–76]. They are characterized by a utilitarian purpose, compounded by a playful
purpose through the process of gamification [77]. From the perspective of an SG, we
understand that a VRET tool can be regarded as an environment in which the patient seeks
to achieve a given objective by means of game mechanics (that is, rules that define what
is achievable or not at a specific moment). In this way, the player/patient is required to
perform various actions that capture their attention. Thus, the player’s engagement in the
game is emphasized. As such, by being combined with VR technologies, SGs constitute
an effective and natural way for learners to achieve a high level of interaction with the
system [72].

One could even push the issue further by considering the VR application as an SG
that adapts to the patient during the exposure. Indeed, SG players have game goals
that can be achieved by solving one or more challenges in specific contexts. Because all
users of the same SG have different learning skills, they may feel bored or frustrated
with a game depending on whether it is too easy or too difficult for them. It appears
that, for each player, a better balance between one’s performances and learning activities
would lead to a better transfer of skills, determined by the technique of dynamic difficulty
adjustment (DDA) in games. DDA techniques are commonly based on a player’s in-game
performances. However, several studies have investigated the possibility of an adjustment
according to the more objective characteristics of each player, including physiological
measures [78–81]. If applied to SGs intended to treat mental disorders, such methods
would yield compelling results because physiological parameters are good indicators for
the evaluation of a patient’s emotional state [49]. Physiological reactions involved in stress
responses associated with PTSD include the reactivity of the heart rate [82]. These responses
to anxiety-provoking stimuli encapsulate the symptoms of PTSD in hyper-arousal and
“reliving” (intrusions, flashbacks, etc.) [83]. Such responses arise from the activation of the
subject’s fear network when they are confronted with stimuli reminiscent of their trauma
and result in an increased heart rate [83]. Thus, during the treatment, the patient’s heart
rate is generally evaluated at equal time intervals over the sessions, and conclusions are
made in accordance with the attenuation or not of cardiac reactivity in the presence of
the same anxiety-provoking situation [9,10,38,49,84]. With this in mind, then, it would be
interesting to design a VRET tool as an SG that incorporates a DDA system allowing the
simulation to adapt to the patient’s emotional state as defined by the heart rate retrieved
in real time. Initial developments of such an approach to therapy were carried out in our
recent works [13,85].

5. Conclusions

Due to the potential they offer to create an alternative reality, VR technologies remain
a tool of choice for treating PTSD, as much in terms of scenario flexibility and parame-
terization as in terms of efficiency. From our analysis of the VRET applications for PTSD
developed to date, we have found that the two key ingredients of VR that tend to be only
partially considered are immersion and presence. However, from the primary definitions
of VR technologies, their particularity lies in the possibility of transporting the user to a
full-scale artificial world, allowing them to experience a new reality by interacting with that
world [17,18,20]. This could be a good asset for promoting the active model of learning in
VRET because learning is the primary mechanism of exposure therapy. We have proposed
new ideas that could allow this enforcement in VR applications for the treatment of PTSD.
Such practices would involve designing the VRET tool as an SG capable of being dynami-
cally adjusted in real time to the patient’s emotional state. Consequently, in addition to the
effective application of the key concepts that characterize VR (immersion, presence, and
interaction), the benefits of such an approach could lie in the fact that patients will have
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self-control over the events in the virtual world and the ability to self-regulate their anxiety
levels while perceiving their self-efficacy.
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